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HoP Scope Prohibition 

S 51(i) Trade 
and 

commerce  
o non-

purposive  

o sufficient 
connection 

1. Trade and commerce  
→ All commercial arrangement incl. buy & sell, negotiation, transport (transport people) ANA 

and delivery W&A McAuther; & intangible Bank of NSW  
→ Manufacturing, to the extent of affecting export, by incidental power Noarlunga Meat  
→ Employment CSL Pacific Shipping  

2. Regulate and participate (cannot monopoly) ANA 
3. International and interstate, not support intrastate Wragg unless: 

→ Closely connected with interstate, impossible to effectual the law Burgress 
→ For safety Airline NSW, AG(WA)  
→ Not justified by efficiency or profitability AG(WA)   

 

→ See 92  
→ Inconsistency 

between cth 
and state laws 

→ Unsettled how 
far the law can 
go on 
regulating 
production   

 

S 51(xx) 
Corporation  
o non-

purposive 
o sufficient 

connection 

1. Corporation & activities  
→ Foreign corp, trading or finance corp & only formed corp   
→ Substance over form QLD Railway case  
→ Must deal with cons corp Williams No.1 & regulate activities No.2  
→ Regulate trading activities/those ancillary to trading connected with corp Stickland 

2.  Whether a trading or financial corp?  
→ Purpose test St George Country Council  
→ Substantial activities test Adamson’s case  
→ Principle or predominate activities test? Minority view in State Superannuation Board  

3. Whether activities sufficiently connected with corp? incidental scope  

→ Can regulate non-corp if the law protects trading activities/trading corp Fontane 

→ extend to activities by trading corp for the purpose of engaging in trading activities Tas 
Dam case  

→ connection between corp and sub IC cannot be remote Re Dingjan 
→ Extend to employee and shareholders, etc. Work Choice case  

 

→ Not incorp 
NSW v Cth  

→ S 92  

→ Inconsistency 
between cth 

and state laws  
→  Undermine s 

51 (xxxv) 
Kirby & Callian 

dissent in 
Work Choice 
case  

S 51(xxix) 

External 
Affair  
o non-

purposive 
o sufficient 

connection 
 

1. Geographical externality  

→ It is enough to support the cth law Polyukhoich (Brennan & Toohey dissent); Horta  
2. Implementation of international obligation  

 

→ Proportionate - Must be reasonably considered as appropriate and adapted to 

implementation Deane J in Tas Dame case; Richardson; IRA case  
→ Partial implementation is ok Tas Dame case; but not so inconsistent with the treaty as a 

whole IRA case  
→ The treaty must have sufficient specificity IRA case; Pape  
→ Recommendation: support by Evatt and McTiernan JJ in Burgress → Murphy J in Tas 

Dame case → unsettled in IRA case → Heydon J rejected as unrelated to treaty in Pape 

 

Board view: Bona fide treaty is 
enough 

Burgress →Mason, Murphy and Brennan JJ 

in Koowarta → majority in Tas Dame case 
Narrow view: Indisputably 
international in character 

Dixon J in Burgress →Gibbs CJ, Aickin and 

Wilson JJ in Koowarta 
Intermediate position: Subject 
matter = international concern 

Stephen J in Koowarta → minority in Tas 
Dame case (majority: uncertain) 

→ S 92  

→ Inconsistency 
between cth 
and state laws  

 
 

 

S 51 (vi) 

Defence 
o Purposive 

o proportion
ality 

 
  

 

1. Application depends upon the facts Andrew v Howell 
2. Whether fall within two aspects of the power  Fullagar in Communist Party case  

→ Core and primary aspect: Dealing with army force, whether in war or not, including 

training and enlistment   
→ Second aspect: Upon existence of the war and continues during war and a post-war 

period, extend to incidental matter = price control, transfer in land and equipment  
3. support legislation on internal violence, besides external threat Thomas v Mowbray 

4. nationhood power: for the nation as a whole  

→ Constitutional 
fact: cth cannot 
recite itself into 
power  

→ A stream 
cannot rise 
above its 
course 

whether a cth 
law is 

constitutionally 
valid? 

Characterization: fall within scope of HoP? 

what does the law do, prima facie? 

subject matter → sufficient connection 

purposive power → proportinality 

look at substance over form 

Express or 
implied 

prohibition? 

If invalid, read 
down/sever?
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S 51 (xxvi) 
Race  

“for whom it is 
deemed 

necessary to 
make special 
laws” 

 

o Race: 
→ Must apply to particular race, not to everyone Koowarta 

→ Extend to social and cultural elements, Brennan J in Tas Dam case 
o For= benefit or adverse?  

→ For= for benefit of, Murphy J in Koowarta  
→ Accepted by Brennan J but rejected by Gibbs J in Tas Dam case  
→ A law of benefit and detriment was upheld in WA v Cth  
→ Gummow, Hayne and Gaudron JJ reject it must be benefit in Kartinyeri 

o Necessary: for parliament to deem necessary WA v Cth; by reference to special 

circumstance of particular race, Gaudron J in Karthnyeri  
o Special law:  

→ Particular significance to the people of particular race Tas Dam case  
→ it confers benefit or disadvantage on particular race WA v Cth;  

→ must be reasonably appropriate and adapted to the difference Gaudron J in Karthnyeri 
 

 

S 51(ii) 
Taxation 
non-purposive  

 

1. Whether is tax or fee for service?  

Tax Fee for service 

→ a compulsory exaction of money by a 

public authority for 
public purpose enforceable by law 

Matthews 
→ Not essential to be collected by public 

authority as long as authorized by 
statue Australian Tape Manufacturer 

→ Ok to achieve other purpose; revenue 
raised not spent on what it purported 
to raise for Northern Suburbs General 
Cemetery Reserve Trust 

→ Put into consolidated fund even latter 

for private benefit Roy Morgan 
Research  

→ No particular service in return of 
payment 

→ Air Caledonie 
o At the request of the person 

required to pay (e.g. license); 

o  a specific identifiable service 
o A fee paid for the service 

o The fee has discernible 
relationship with the cost of 

service  
→ Ok to not reflect actual cost with 

policy/commercial justification 

Airservice Australia 
→ Substitute obligation of payees 

Luton v Lessels (Kirby: for revenue 
rasing?)  

→ Benefit not connected with tax 

paid PY Pape 

2. Then consider whether it is excise (in state law situation)?  

→ Not 
discriminate 

→ S 114  

→ ss 53, 54 and 
55 only deal 

with 
imposition 

of taxation 
→  s 99 

S 90 Excise 

=tax on 
goods, 
exclusive to 

cth  

→ State!  
 

1. Whether is tax or franchise fee? 

 
2. Whether is consumption tax (so state can tax) = tax on consumer Dickenson  

Excise Franchise Fee 

→ Duty in goods by reference to value and quantity 
Pertersawld 

→ Imposed on an essential step in production, affecting 
price of goods Matthews, Hematitie Petroleum 
(Masons’ board view vs Gibbs dissent) 

→ can be at any time including manufacturing, sales 
and distribution, before the goods enter into the hand 

of consumers Patron 
→ Ha v NSW 

o Liquor and tobacco is not special category 
(minority view in Philip Morris)  

o Upheld Patron 
o Other factors: size of the tax, taxed only once in 

distribution, shortness of the license period 

 

→ Dennis Hotel 
o Victualler 

license=license 
fee: not taxed 

related to the 
goods but on the 

person 
o Temporary 

license=tax: tax on 
liquor by reference 

to value and 
quantity  

o Overruled in Ha 
 

 

S 96 Grant   

→ State!  
 

 

1. No prohibition against discrimination by ss 51(ii) and 99 Uniform Tax cases  
2. But the grant cannot be a colorable device to effect discrimination in regard to taxation WR 

Moran 

3. The grant must be non-coercive, up to states to accept or reject (otherwise may breach 

Melbourne Corporation); not necessary that grant should directly benefit state treasury DOGS 

4. Relationship between s 51 (xxxi) and s 96: If you give a grant on the condition that the state 

acquire property on other than just terms, the cth law will be invalid.  ICM Agriculture case  
 

Cannot breach s 

116 and s 
51(xxxi) 
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S 81 
Appropriatio

n  

5. It does not support spending of cth Page, Williams   

S 51(xxxi) 

Compulsory 
acquisition 
of property  

→ State!  
 

 

1. What is property in the scope?  

→ Property includes a bundle of rights such as use and possession, but excludes personal 
license Dalziel; Bank Nationalization case  

2. What is acquisition in the scope?  

→ Not just extinguish or modify ownership; somebody must come and obtain it  
→ Regulation of obligation or altering statutory social benefit to the public are not 

acquisition Mutual Pool No.2, Health Insurance Commission  
→ Extend to extinguish a cause of action in common law where the extinguishment results 

in benefit or financial gain AOTC  
→ Apply to imposition of lease on freehold land Wurridjal 
→ Not apply when balancing competing interest and claim in IP Nintendo  
→ Not apply where it is to punish, where there is competing interest (lien) Airservice 

Australia  
→ Not apply to alert statutory retirement benefit Cunnningham  
→ Distinguish Newcrest (Cth obtained benefit of not being liable) from JT international (Cth 

compile statutory requirement) and ICM Agriculture (Cth cancel water license with 
statutory power)  

3. What is just term?  
→ Fair and just standard in consideration of the interest of public and cth Grace Bros 
→ Procedure of compensation must be fair, without delay Tas Dame case  

Just term 

applies to s 122 
and only cth law 

 

Prohibition Test  Application  

S 109 
inconsistency  

→ State!  
 

 

1. Direct inconsistency- it is impossible to obey both laws? Clyde  
2. Direct inconsistency- denial of right: cth law confers right but state law destroys it 

Colvin. 
3. Indirect inconsistency: cth law intends to cover the field exhaustively, exclusively, 

completely  
→ Depends on parliament intention Ex parte McLean  
→ Exception: different fields Commercial Radio, Wardley  
→ Operation inconsistency: not inconsistent until order is made Cth v WA 

→ Cth can manufacture inconsistence by enactment to cover the field Wenn 
4. Clear the field: leave the field empty or declare not to cover the filed Credit Tribunal  

→ Cannot retrospectively clear the field to revive state law when HC declare 
inconsistency UoW  

5. Inconsistent if you won’t be convicted in state criminal law but will in cth law 

Momcilovic 

Three steps test:  
→ What is subject 

matter of cth law 
filed?  

→ What is subject 
matter state law 
field?  

→ Direct/indirect 
inconsistency  

 
→ Cover the field: 

intergovt immunity 

S 92 Freedom of 

interstate trade  

→ State!  
 
  

1. For trade or commerce: whether the law 1) discriminates against inter-state trade 
and commerce for a 2) protectionist purpose? Cole v Whitfield look at practical effect  

2. Exception: incidental breach is ok if the law is necessary or appropriate or adapted 

to the purpose Castlemaine Tooheys,  
→ Discrimination is reasonably necessary for the protection of wellbeing of public? 

Betfair  
3. For intercourse = geographical movement across state borders Nationwide News, 

AMS 
 

→ Cth and esp., 

state laws Bath v 
Alston  

→ Any HoP  

Intergovt 
immunity  

→ State!  
 

 

1. Cth binds states Melbourne Corporation doctrine (qualification of Engineers case): 

whether cth law discriminate against or place some burden/disability on states OR 

impair the existence or function of states  
→ = a law singling out the state power or a law of general application with that 

effect  
→ Ok if discrimination is rational and justified Qld Electricity Commission 

→ Cth cannot intervene 1) the number and identify of the state employees 2) the 
term of theirs appointment 3) the term and condition of senior official 

employment AEU, IRA case  
→ whether the law restricts or burden one or more of the states in the 

exercise of their  constitutional powers Austin (Kirby dissent)  

→ Even amount is small, the qualitative effect is significant to state operation Clark  

Two aspects:  
→ To what extent can 

cth laws affect the 
state and their 
capacity to 
function?  

→ To what extend can 
state laws affect 
the cth?  
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→ Flip side: federal balance and division of power between cth and states, minority 
in Work Choice case  
 

2. States affect Cth 1) whether there is intention to bind the crown? McFarlane 2) 

where state make laws of general application, cth choose to enter the field then 
state law binds cth Cigamatic  

→ state law cannot impair, restrict, or modify the capacity of cth, but can regulate 

the activities/exercise of those capacities Residential Tenancies Tribunal  
 

S 117 
Prohibition of 

interstate 
discrimination  

Compare the actual situation of the out-of-State resident with the position he or she 
would be in if a resident of the State to see if there is disability and discrimination Street  
 

Look at subject matter 
to see if  117 apply: 
damage in Goryl vs 
welfare payment in 
Sweedman 

Implied 
freedom of 
political 

communication  
o To cth and 

state laws  

o It did not confer personal rights; it is not a free flow principle; it covers board scope 
of communication on political and govt matter Lange  

o Communication includes symbolic action Levy  
o Affect source of political communication is a burden Union NSW 

 
Brown test 
1. Does the law effectively burden the freedom in its terms, operation or effect?   

2. If “yes”, is the purpose of the law legitimate, in the sense that it is compatible with 
the maintenance of the constitutionally prescribed system of representative and 

responsible government?   
3. If “yes”, is the law reasonably appropriate and adapted to advance that legitimate 

object in a manner that is compatible with the maintenance of the constitutionally 
prescribed system of representative and responsible government?   

→ (a) suitable: rational connection to its purpose 

→ (b) necessary: no obvious and compelling alternative, reasonably practical 
means of achieving the same purpose which has less restrictive effect 

→ (c) adequate in its balance if the court makes the value judgement that the 
importance of the purpose served by the law outweighs the extent of the 

restriction on the freedom. 
 

→ consider whether it 
is a form of political 
communication   

→ construe the 
statue, what is the 
legislative purpose?  

→ consider it is within 
cth power? Or 
within state 
plenary powers?  

→ use Brown test   

S 116 Freedom 
of religion  

1. What is a religion? Jehovah's Witness case ; Scientology case  
2. Conflict between religious practices and ordinary laws 

→ It did not prohibit a law requires performance prohibited by your religions. 
Krygger 

→ Protection to religion will be meaningless if it is prejudicial to the existence of 
community Jehovah’s Witness case 

→ The purpose of the law is not to remove religions Kruger 
3. Establishment of religions DOGS 

 

S 96 cannot 
circumvent s 116 

 

  

 


